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Synopsis 

While Joseph Piller (Bang), a Dutch Jew, was fighting in the Resistance during the 

Second World War, the witty, debonair aesthete, Han van Meegeren (Pearce) was 

hosting hedonistic soirées and selling Dutch art treasures to Hermann Goring and 

other top Nazis. Following the war, Piller becomes an investigator assigned the task 

of identifying and redistributing stolen art, resulting in the flamboyant van Meegeren 

being accused of collaboration — a crime punishable by death. But, despite 

mounting evidence, Piller, with the aid of his assistant (Krieps), becomes 

increasingly convinced of Han's innocence and finds himself in the unlikely position 

of fighting to save his life. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The very nature of art is enigmatic — how it’s created, why it moves us, and what 

classifies it as great in the eyes of experts and in history.  The value a civilization puts on its 

art and its artists reflects itself, and how it views its inner life and values.  Thus certain artists 

are linked with their homeland, whether by choice, politics, or birth: Spain with Picasso; 

Italy with Da Vinci and the other Renaissance artists; Russia with Kandinsky and Chagall; 

France with Monet, Renoir, Monet and the Impressionists.  

 

 As it was with the Dutch master Johannes Vermeer (1632 - 1675), whose exquisite 

works played an unexpected role in the Netherlands in the immediate aftermath of World 

War II — and, as seen in THE LAST VERMEER, in the fate of an artist, and a resistance 

fighter-turned soldier, as their shared country looking to expunge the memory of Adolf 

Hitler’s Third Reich. 

 

 The soldier is Lt. Joseph Piller (CLAES BANG, The Square, The Burnt Orange 

Heresy, TV’s The Affair and Dracula), whose experiences as a Jew and as a Freedom Fighter 

in the Dutch Resistance had delivered him through the war with a stark sense of right and 

wrong, of legality and immorality, and positioned him as a stolid delineator of truth.  The 

artist is Han van Meegeren (GUY PEARCE, L.A. Confidential, Memento, The Hurt Locker, 

The King’s Speech), a flamboyant painter whose early artistic failures early were now buried 

over by a life of flamboyance and opulence.  Assisting Piller is Minna (VICKY KRIEPS, 

Phantom Thread), a young art historian and scholar whose view of the power of the past, and 

the potential of future mistakes, helps guide Piller through their own complex era. 

 

 “The heartbeat of THE LAST VERMEER is the question of, what is art and what 

makes something a fake or not,” says director Dan Friedkin.  “People can create convenient 

answers for that. And sometimes, it’s a moral consideration or a decision that impacts the 

value of art.  I was fascinated with that, and these are issues that are personal to me and 
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which I’ve been thinking about and deliberating over for a long time.  Joseph Piller is trying 

to determine what’s right or wrong, and Han van Meegeren contains another layer that is 

specific to him, and it all stems from those undercurrents.” 

 

 Friedkin’s cofounder in Imperative Entertainment, producer Bradley Thomas (There’s 

Something About Mary, The Square, All the Money in the World), adds, “The nature of truth 

is something very crucial to what we’re seeing today.  It’s always been very interesting to 

Friedkin and me how quality is subjective — how the driving up of prices in the art world, 

for instance, is connected to what someone says a piece of art is worth.” 

 

 Says producer Ryan Friedkin, “This whole story was one we at Imperative couldn’t 

believe hadn’t been made into a major movie.  And we couldn’t believe it was true.”  

 

 “Joseph Piller is a man who came out of the war, and he’s used to a black-and-white 

way of thinking, which is perhaps a problem for him,” says Bang.  “He thinks you can divide 

people into the bad ones and the good ones.”  Piller is tasked with a job that requires looking 

at the possibility of the truth from several levels, and is working in opposition to the Dutch 

Ministry of Information, which, in rooting out Nazi sympathizers, has an intention that may, 

in its zealotry, be adopting the methods of its enemies. 

 

 “In doing his own job, Piller is pursuing the truth and trying to make sure that those 

who should be punished are indeed punished,” Bang continues.  “But then Piller decides that 

he can’t punish van Meegeren, because van Meegeren, in some respects, did nothing wrong.” 

 

 As for van Meegeren, says Pearce, “On the surface, his own vulnerability is what he’s 

most afraid of, and so that’s what he recognizes — and in fact uses — in others.  As we 

know, sometimes the way for powerless people to feel powerful is to dominate other people.  

It’s that idea that con men commit cons because they feel conned themselves.  So in any 

situation, van Meegeren ingratiates himself or flatters.  As for how that’s reflected in his 
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paintings, an artist’s style says things about their psychology.” 

 

 In 1945, the crafty, felicitous van Meegeren owned nearly 600 properties just in 

Amsterdam, Pearce notes.  “He made an exorbitant amount of money.  He lived the high life.  

Perhaps his humiliations as a young artist were so intense, he was determined to never 

struggle again.” 

 

 And, at a moment when a civilization-threatening conflict was over, the notion that a 

single truth could be shared by those from disparate parts of society is reflected in Piller’s 

fight to save van Meegeren. 

 

 Says Krieps, “After the war is over, one emotion that people were feeling was, we’re 

still here, and sometimes it’s good to realize that we’re not alone.  It is a symbolic moment.” 

 

 

A MORAL BATTLE BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN 

 

 There were seven Vermeer paintings Han van Meegeren sold to the Nazis between 

1936 and 1942; every one of them was highly valued by Hitler’s top officers.  Amongst 

Dutch war profiteers and those accused of being sympathetic to the enemy, van Meegeren 

was considered “a big fish.”  At a time when, as is said in THE LAST VERMEER, “The past 

no longer exists,” the showy, decadent, louche van Meegeren — whose early career was cut 

short when the European art world soundly rejected his work — was arrested in 1945 and put 

on trial for, essentially, crimes against two different pasts: The war years, when people did 

what they had to do to survive, and a time two centuries earlier, when Vermeer painted his 

masterpieces.  

 

 Alcohol and chemical tests would have proved the age of the paintings van Meegeren 

sold to the Nazis.  But the Dutch Ministry of Justice, the public thirst for retribution against 

those who profited from others’ pain, and the various military presence in the Netherlands 
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were sure of his guilt.  Until Joseph Piller was convinced of the 57-year-old painter’s 

innocence as he came to trial late in 1947. 

 

 The resulting trial — in a makeshift, ramshackle courtroom — and its amazing 

resolution made van Meegeren a folk hero.  He died on Dec. 30, 1947, just weeks after his 

tribulations ended. 

 

 Says Friedkin, “I have a close friend who asked me if I had heard of Han van 

Meegeren.  He knew I was interested in the art world, that I love history and spent a great 

deal of my youth in Europe learning from my father about art and the history of WWII.  So I 

spent some time reading about van Meegeren, and thought it was a great story that dealt with 

themes that are of particular interest to me, and things I often think about in my life.  I hired a 

writer for an early draft, and then met Mark Fergus and Hawk Ostby in relation to a different 

script.  When I told them the van Meegeren story, they asked to take a crack at it.” 

 

 “After we got the script from them, it went to the very top of the list of things we 

wanted to do.” 

 

 Producer Ryan Friedkin notes that as the Imperative Entertainment team was 

developing the script with Fergus and Ostby — the team who created TV’s hit sci-fi drama  

The Expanse and whose film credits include Jon Favreau’s inaugural Marvel Universe 

blockbuster Iron Man and an Oscar nomination for Alfonso Cuarón’s seminal Children of 

Men —  they were simultaneously in production on director Ridley Scott’s 2018 drama All 

the Money in the World.  Dan Friedkin says he was on the set of World every day and 

watched Scott “every waking moment”; while observing the multiple Oscar-nominated Scott 

bring another major film to fruition, Friedkin found his own viewpoint was more of a 

director’s than a producer’s.  Growing up, Friedkin was always interested in cameras and 

storytelling, as well as playing music and songwriting.  He says he saw the film of THE 

LAST VERMEER in his mind, and with encouragement from Scott, he decided the time was 

right to put his considerable passion, energy, and skill into directing. 
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 “Dan and I are good friends, and when we were talking about putting Imperative 

Entertainment together, we of course talked about what kinds of films we wanted to make,” 

says Thomas.  “Killers of the August Moon was a project we aimed to acquire, so we bought 

David Grann’s book Killers of the August Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the 

FBI and got it into production for Martin Scorsese, Robert De Niro, and Leonardo 

DiCaprio.”  That eagerly anticipated drama from the three Oscar winners — the first to 

costar De Niro and DiCaprio in a film directed by Scorsese — is due in late 2020 or 2021.  

 

 “The second story he liked was that of Han van Meergan,” says Thomas.  “When Dan 

told it to me, I said it’s fascinating and totally sounds like a movie.” 

 

 “Dan always had this passion to direct,” continues Thomas.  “So after he and Ryan 

hired writers to take a crack at the van Meegeren film, he said he wanted it to be his 

directorial debut.  Dan spent a great deal of his childhood and young adulthood in Europe, 

and was always drawn to these kinds of films, and has extensive knowledge of cameras and 

history and World War II. It was a great combination for this.” 

  

 Friedkin — who watched Carol Reed’s classic The Third Man, Stephen Daldry’s The 

Reader, and the films of Paul Thomas Anderson in preparation for stepping behind the 

camera — knew that his belief that the crucial distinctions and decisions in life lie in the 

morally grey areas, was perfectly suited for THE LAST VERMEER.  The story of Han van 

Meegeren and Joseph Piller vividly portrays how an evolution in thought is sometimes 

needed to understand good, evil, and the places where all of those ethical colors blend into 

each other. 

 

 Says Ryan, “The soul of the story is a man trying to reconcile his family — and 

himself — in parallel with his country after the devastation of the war.  And really it’s a 

microcosm of his entire country after WWII, and the shift on society we saw.  Piller an 

everyman, art world is beyond him, but also regrouping after a war is beyond him.” 
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 “It’s a very interesting time and place, which is hard to find that combination.” 

 

 Friedkin occupies a unique spot in the American landscape, as an entrepreneur, 

philanthropist, environmental preservationist, pilot, and CEO of Gulf States Toyota 

Distributors — which he founded with his father, philanthropist, Grand National auto 

company owner and film stunt pilot Thomas Hoyt Friedkin.  As a partner in Imperative 

Entertainment with Bradley Thomas, he produced The Square, All the Money in the World, 

Destroyer, Ben is Back, and The Mule, as well as the documentary The Gift: The Journey of 

Johnny Cash, and Treadstone, the 2019 USA Network series from the Jason Bourne films. 

 

 Like his father, Friedkin is an airplane enthusiast, among many other things, and is 

the founder and chairman of the Air Force Heritage Flight Foundation.  (Collecting vintage 

planes is a passion Dan and Thomas shared.)  He combined his love of flying and his love of 

films by flying the WWII-era Spitfire planes used at the final beach landing scene in 

Christopher Nolan’s 2017 Oscar winner Dunkirk, in which Tom Hardy’s plane runs out of 

fuel and attempts one final circle to attack a German plane.  (Thomas Friedkin, too, did pilot 

work in films from the 1970s to the ’90s, including Clint Eastwood’s The Gauntlet and The 

Rookie, Tod Kotcheff’s Uncommon Valor, and John Badham’s genre-maker Blue Thunder.) 

 

 Says Friedkin, “So many things I do in my life are hands-on, including the way I run 

my businesses.  So I like a tactile kind of involvement, and I like really engaging with the 

things I’m doing.  But I grew up around cameras — I’ve actually been a camera geek my 

whole life! — and I love studying shot angles, lighting, the way things are established and set 

design.  And I like the creative process of producing.  I love working with talent and solving 

issues.  On a film set, you make decisions and naturally when you make one decision, you 

turn away from other possibilities.  I love that process. 

 

 The very personal process of bringing this story to the screen also appealed to 

Friedkin. 
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 Says Friedkin, “A director friend of mine once said, ‘You’ve got to take your pain to 

the screen — and if it’s not your pain, then it’s probably not a film you want to make.’  Now, 

that of course was just his opinion, but I thought about that every day when we were filming.  

And that’s why I made the film the way I did, why it contains certain beats and themes that 

were very important to me.” 

 

 “Directing the film just wouldn’t work if I didn’t have a personal investment in it.” 

 

 Sparking Friedkin’s desire to step behind the camera was working with one of the 

modern era’s most revered and successful filmmakers: Multiple Oscar nominee, and BAFTA 

and Emmy award winner Sir Ridley Scott, one of the driving forces of cinema from his 1977 

debut film The Duellists through iconic and Oscar-winning films including Alien, Blade 

Runner, Thelma & Louise, Gladiator, Hannibal, Black Hawk Down, Kingdom of Heaven, 

American Gangster, and The Martian.  When Friedkin got a chance to see Scott at work on 

2018’s All the Money in the World, he not only felt even more inspired, he found a true 

mentor in Scott personally and professionally. 

 

 “When I was on the set of World, I was producing, and I watched Ridley and learned 

as much as I could, and I thought, This is what I want to do,” says Friedkin.  “I lost my dad in 

2017 and we were exceptionally close, and as it happens, that’s when Ridley and I became 

extremely close, and he became an important person in my life.” 

 

 The two men also share a talent for turning a film set into an experience the cast and 

crew learned from and enjoyed. 

 

 Says Krieps, “I really enjoyed making this film from beginning to end.  Dan is so 

humble and respectful, and was always aware of all of us in the cast as actors.  He was so 

honest with us, and it was a pure pleasure.  It’s hard to find humble people in general.  He 

really communicated with us, never provided any stress.  He gave us the feeling that we 

could do what we do, and that is the biggest gift a director can give to an actor.” 
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 “Dan has produced these films by master filmmakers, and was very aware of the task, 

he had to portray history and to do it in a respectful and cinematic way,” adds Krieps. 

 

 Says Bang, “Dan has got a lot of stuff going for him as a filmmaker.  He really knows 

a great story, and how to tell it, and he’s good at getting that story to be the engine for it all.  

He has an openness which allowed us as actors to trust him, and then he takes that and puts it 

in a direction he wants to go.  To see someone take on a project like this, he was calm and 

trusted us, and that style definitely gets better performances out of people.  Then, when Dan 

started editing, he realized we needed a few bits and bobs, and so we did whatever more was 

needed to be done.  Coming in with his eyes and ears open and inviting people in and having 

everyone feel good — that’s a rare quality and not everyone can do that.  For any filmmaker, 

there has to be a storyteller in them somewhere, and we all felt that immediately with him.”  

 

 Before filming even started in 2018, Friedkin brought Bang and Pearce together in 

London for the start of two weeks of intense readings, rehearsals, and evaluations of the 

dynamic between Piller and van Meegeren.  The two actors worked with Friedkin on the 

incisive back-and-forth the script required, and figured out exactly what colors belonged on 

this particular canvas. 

 

 “Dan wanted to make sure we all had a lot of communication going on — and I come 

from a theater background, so I’ll rehearse until I’m blue in the face!” says Pearce.  “We 

looked at what was going to work and maybe not work, and we fine-tuned dialogue.  But 

also, because the heart of the film contains a mystery that has to be unveiled, there were a lot 

of options for the way those reveals could go.  And Dan wanted to be confident that we were 

all on the same page — since we all needed to be sure certain things were revealed at the 

right time, and in the right way.” 

 

 Adds Bang, “To have those days for all that prep helped us so much.  We worked like 

10 or 12 hours a day.  All the dynamics of the script became very obvious when we did that, 

so that then on the day we started shooting our scenes together, we could say, ‘Ok let’s do 
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this.’  Because we knew where we wanted to go.  And then if there were things we wanted to 

do differently on set, we could.” 

 

 Says Pearce, “Dan was really fantastic.  He’s obviously a successful businessman, 

and has produced so many great films.  He has many lives that he leads. But he also has a 

great ability to delegate, and he showed such respect to his actors.  Claes and Vicky and I all 

appreciated that.  He was very present, and if something wasn’t working well, he’d say, 

‘That’s not ringing true, what can we do to sort it out?’  It was a great collaboration.  

Anything he wants to do in the future, I told him to let me know, I’ll be there.” 

 

 Friedkin notes that the work he, Bang, and Pearce did in London and later in 

Amsterdam before filming was essential to capturing the energy of the film as filming began. 

 

 “Claes and Guy are both very thoughtful actors, as is Vicky,” notes Friedkin.  “All 

that prep was crucial, we would think about something else.  But the pre-work was 

essential.” 

 

 To finesse the look of THE LAST VERMEER, Friedkin turned to cinematographer 

Remi Adefarasin, who was Oscar nominated for 1999’s Elizabeth and whose distinct visuals 

illuminated About a Boy, Match Point, Elizabeth: The Golden Age, and the groundbreaking 

TV miniseries Band of Brothers. 

 

 “Remi and I found a nice balance from our very first meeting,” says Friedkin.  “When 

I described to him what I wanted the look of the film to be, he smiled and said that was how 

he wanted to shoot it.  So we saw eye-to-eye from the start.” 

 

 “Very few people I’ve met are as peaceful, kind, thoughtful, and capable as Remi is,” 

adds Friedkin.  “Every day, we pushed to try new stuff: ‘What if we took a camera up on the 

balcony there and shot with a Steadicam?’  ‘What if we shoot it a little bit through the rafters 

or a railing?’  We did things on the fly but Remi and I were always in lockstep.” 
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 Recreating Amsterdam in the days and years following World War II was production 

designer Arthur Max — a three-time Academy Award nominee for Ridley Scott’s Gladiator, 

American Gangster, and The Martian, whose other work for Scott includes Kingdom of 

Heaven, Prometheus, The Counselor, and All the Money in the World, as well as for David 

Fincher’s Se7en and Panic Room. 

 

 “Arthur and I got to know each other on All the Money in the World, and I saw the 

depth of his talent, and saw how he set things up, and he saw my eye for things on that film,” 

says Friedkin.  “He and I shared a lot of artistic views that were very similar on that film.  So 

I was very lucky to have gotten him for THE LAST VERMEER.” 

 

 “Arthur’s style is to have lots of ideas thrown at him, all the ingredients that are 

possible,” says Friedkin.  “And then, often by process of elimination, we’d talk about it and 

then get rid of things.  He knew the feel and look that I wanted and that would work best.  

We had a similar visual sense.” 

 

 THE LAST VERMEER has a feather in its cap on the technical side as well: It is the 

very first film to use the ARRI ALEXA LF camera system, something Friedkin — a lifelong 

camera buff and an expert in action photography — was excited to utilize. 

 

 “I’ve loved using RED cameras for action photography, but I think the ALEXA LF 

has really nailed the emulsion-like quality that approximates film stock,” says Friedkin.  

“Filmmakers like Christopher Nolan, Quentin Tarantino, Paul Thomas Anderson, and others 

would argue, and I with them, that there’s something special you get from the quality of film.  

I grew up with film and want to shoot with it.  But ARRI does a great job of getting the look 

of film more than others.  Plus these are dependable cameras, easy to use, with older lenses 

that adds to the feel and look.  But it was important to me that the film have a certain filmic 

quality, a texture to it, and not be overly saturated.” 

 

 “We did only one shot without the LF,” Friedkin says.  “It was the first scene, in a 
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tunnel that we were using in England before we moved to Holland.  Right as we were about 

get the next shot, the camera arrived from L.A.— a driver delivering it came screeching up at 

8 a.m., just as we were setting up!” 

 

THE LAST VERMEER: A CAST OF DISTINCTION 

 

CLAES BANG 

 

 The ensemble of actors in THE LAST VERMEER recreate an era in European history 

when cities and countries were being divided up by victorious Allied powers.  The cast’s 

unity, however, was aligned behind the powerhouse trio of Claes Bang, Guy Pearce, and 

Vicky Krieps. 

 

 Bang, the Denmark-born actor whose intensity and old-fashioned visage of integrity 

has led both director Dan Friedkin and costars Pearce and Krieps to liken him to classic 

Hollywood stars of the 1940s, aimed to situate Joseph Piller’s mission in both a geographical 

reality and an emotional legitimacy. 

 

 “Piller’s journey is trying to figure out what is right and what is wrong, and in the 

process he finds that he needs to forgive — forgive himself, and forgive his wife for what she 

may have done during the war.  Piller needs to face certain things and say, that is what the 

war did to us, and people did what they had to do because they were just trying to survive.” 

 

 “When Piller meets van Meegeren, he’s quite blunt and doesn’t really like him, but 

Piller asks himself, how can I look myself in the eye, or face my son, if I let this innocent 

man be hanged?” Bang continues.  “He thinks that if he can help this man, then perhaps he’ll 

be able to make peace within himself.  Which is why he sort of loses himself along the 

way…. And maybe there is no coming back to the old self, but perhaps there is a new self to 

discover.  Piller set out on a journey to find something specific and finds himself.” 
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 Says Friedkin, “Bradley and I had produced The Square, and in that film, Claes had 

such a presence that when we, as an audience, look at his face as his characters move through 

a story, we are brought into that story through his eyes.  For THE LAST VERMEER, it was 

important to have someone who has that look but also has a great deal of nuance.  Claes is 

very adept at not overshowing things, yet you still feel his pain, and his soul, and you feel the 

dilemma his character is going through.” 

 

 “Claes and I immediately we adored each other and had a great time, so the work side 

of things was very easy,” says Pearce.  “We really bonded in that week rehearsing with Dan.  

Working out the cat and mouse dynamic between Han and Piller within the script was a 

valuable aspect to the story that was crucial to work out.  Claes works in a very open and 

easy way, and he’s so considerate and smart.” 

 

 Adds Krieps, “For Claes and myself, being European was something we felt was 

important in terms of our commitment to the story.  And our connection was very easy.  It 

was something we didn’t have to talk much about, actually.  At times during this shoot, I felt 

like we were in some classic movie, like Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman in 

Casablanca, as we walked through these beautiful sets, walking through Amsterdam but in a 

recreated world of 1947.” 

 

 “Once, during a night shoot, Claes turned to me and said, ‘Vicky, this is what I 

always dreamed about — to be able to act on a set like this,’” adds Krieps.  “For an actor, 

things like that mean so much.  Maybe part of why we are actors is we like to dream 

ourselves into stories and make the illusion real.  And to have a set like this one, which is 

perhaps the most incredible I have ever seen, and to work with people like Claes on this 

movie was so enjoyable.” 
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GUY PEARCE 

 

 Born in England and raised in Australia, Guy Pearce has turned in chameleon-like, 

charismatic, and crackling performances since coming to international attention in the 1997 

Oscar winner L.A. Confidential.  A musician as well as an actor and a complete artist, Pearce 

has built a career over the past 25 years that has led him seamlessly from indie favorites and 

action adventures to dark dramas, wry comedies, and historical epics.  Ridley Scott, who 

worked with Pearce on Prometheus and Alien: Covenant, was the one who mentioned THE 

LAST VERMEER to him. 

 

 “Ridley was the one who called me and said, ‘Dan is really bona fide, and I think he’s 

got something with this film.’  I thought the script was great, and van Meegeren was a terrific 

character.” 

 

  “There was so much to van Meegeren,” Pearce continues.  “He was at first 

considered an absolute villain in the Netherlands for what he’d done, and then later, he was 

considered a real folk hero.  But what was interesting to me was looking at what drove him 

to do what he did — his failed life as an artist.  I tried to understand how he could have 

stumbled as badly as he did.  It’s really sort of mind-boggling.” 

 

 “It led me to thinking that maybe van Meegeren’s failure as an artist wasn’t so much 

about his skill and ability, but his own internal negative psychology that in a way doomed 

him,” Pearce says.  “Some people don’t deal with success well; they may claim they want it, 

but they’re also their own worst enemy.  Maybe not fitting into what was popular in the art 

world got him rejected by the Dutch artistic community.  He apparently took the criticism to 

heart, and imploded.” 

 

 “I wanted to get across the idea of: We all do things that we need to do, and it’s hard 

to judge how people deal with a set of events, since we all deal with things differently,” says 

Friedkin.  “We do what we can to survive.  The part of van Meegeren that could adapt to 
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certain situations is part of what’s fascinating about him — it’s his form of survival.  But it 

also ultimately gets him, because we all must look in the mirror, and a big realization he has 

is that he too is a fake.  He has come to embody it.”  

 

 The director felt lucky to place the portrayal in Pearce’s hands. 

 

 “I needed to find great actors, and Guy is so versatile and terrific, and he absolutely 

understood how I saw van Meegeren, as well as who the man was historically,” says 

Friedkin.  “Ridley had suggested him, and said that Guy was amazing and a joy to work with 

— and he was.  We built the character of van Meegeren out over the course of that several 

weeks in London and Amsterdam, figuring stuff out, including his air of haughtiness.  As 

much as he’s revealed to have women and wives in the film, he’s not a classic sort of ‘macho 

painter’ — he flirts with everyone, and that keys into other things.” 

 Adds Bang, “Guy is just an amazing actor, and is so true to every impulse he gets in a 

scene, and is ready to play off that.  It was one of the greatest collaborations I’ve ever had 

with another actor.  The rehearsals we did beforehand allowed us to really liberate ourselves 

in the scenes.  He’s so clever and skillful, and just a very nice person to be around.” 

 

 Krieps says she found herself during a crucial scene discovering how, in a simple 

glance, Pearce was layering nuance and new colors literally in an instant. 

 

 “In one of the dramatic final scenes in the makeshift court room where van Meegeren 

is being tried, we were shooting long hours over several days,” says Krieps.  “There were 

two instances when, as the truth in the story was being revealed, Guy looked over at me, as if 

van Meegeren were looking over to see how he was being perceived by Minna, looking at 

her to say, ‘Look — I told the truth!’  It was as if van Meegeren was seeking recognition 

from Minna.  It’s a very subtle look in a very fast moment, but it was a meaningful exchange, 

and it’s there thanks to Guy and his terrific instincts.” 
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 Pearce himself thinks van Meegeren’s every-minute-presents-danger mentality was 

part of what led him to the actions that got him accused of war profiteering. 

 

 “There was an edge-walking element to van Meegeren — always wanting to show up 

the system, willing in a way to be caught in order for him to then prove how he tricked 

everybody,” says Pearce.  “He didn’t just sell paintings to members of the Nazi party but he 

sold to its highest-ranking members!  I mean, talk about risky!  He was a really fascinating 

character to play.” 

 

VICKY KRIEPS 

 

 One of the fascinating parts of THE LAST VERMEER is its meditation on how art, 

truth, and morality encompasses not just the story’s post-World War II setting, but the nature 

of classic art and its importance to civilization’s soul.  The character of Minna represents an 

unerring barometer for Joseph Piller as he works to figure out if it’s true that “to do a great 

right, do a little wrong,” as Shakespeare wrote.  Vicky Krieps, the Luxembourger actress 

whose extraordinary turn opposite Daniel Day-Lewis in Paul Thomas Anderson’s Oscar-

winning 2017 drama Phantom Thread brought her to the world’s attention, loved diving into 

Minna’s complexity. 

 

 “The notion of truth was really a key to me for Minna,” says Krieps.  “I liked how the 

way she was written, she’s a bit of an enigma — who is this woman in Joseph Piller’s life, 

and what does she do in her own life that got her here?  She’s not Piller’s wife of course, 

she’s working with him, and so to me she symbolizes the middle ground in Piller’s life and in 

his pursuit of what van Meegeren did and who he is.” 

 

 “What I also tried to get across with Minna is this sense that sometimes, you need 

more intuition in certain situations,” Krieps continues  “If one looks at portions of a story and 

tries to make sense of it as you try to assemble a puzzle, someone like Minna says, ‘Let’s 

take a step back, and you’ll see the whole picture.’  Perhaps that’s more of a female talent, 
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stepping back and seeing the whole picture and bringing things together, and not getting 

distracted by all the little pieces.  

 

 “Joseph Piller is trying to discern what is good and what is bad,” she says.  “Minna, to 

me, introduces the idea to him of being open to the idea that maybe we don’t know what’s 

wrong and what’s right.  Her mission is to keep him from the extremes.” 

 

 Minna also opens Piller’s eyes in the film to what the facts of history perhaps truly 

are. 

 

 “I think some people don’t realize that they are perhaps fighting the past,” Krieps 

says.  “They may sometimes avoid the memory of certain things, or leave certain experiences 

out of their recollections, which makes it impossible to move on.  I think sometimes we have 

to stop and look back and accept what has happened to us.  And that we can move forward, 

perhaps with a scar, but still moving.  But it doesn’t mean that we’re beholden to the 

phantoms of our past.  Minna helps Piller confront those things.” 

 

 As for her research to inform her portrayal, Krieps looked into many things, but none 

were more important, appropriately to THE LAST VERMEER, than her own family’s 

history. 

 

 “I did research and looked more at the war and the aftermath of it.  I know a great 

deal about the war anyway because my family was so affected by it.  I read letters and heard 

stories about how women handled things immediately after the war; what were their financial 

situations, for instance, and their day-to-day lives.  Their ‘emotional backstory,’ you might 

say.” 

 

 “My grandmother, for instance, lost I believe two of her sons in the war, and 10 of her 

siblings died, so that’s a bit of what I worked into the character — what it might have felt 

like as the first or second siblings didn’t come home, or your cousin didn’t return, and then 
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another and another,” says Krieps.  “My grandmother was in Germany, and right after the 

war they fled to Hanover.  But there was so much devastation everywhere.  As a European, 

you always feel the duty to your parents or grandparents who experienced the war. You want 

to take good care of how you portray someone during that time.” 

 

 

# # # 
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Bios 

Guy Pearce — One of the most versatile actors of his generation, Guy Pearce's career has 

spanned over 25 years in film, television and theatre.  Pearce first made his mark in the 80’s 

in the highly successful TV series NEIGHBOURS.  His work in Australia has been 

extensive.  In 2014 he starred in THE ROVER, this was his second time collaborating with 

David Michod after the internationally successful ANIMAL KINGDOM with Jackie 

Weaver, and Joel Edgerton.  Other Australian credits include Neil Armfield’s HOLDING 

THE MAN, John Hillcoat’s drama THE PROPOSITION written by Nick Cave, THE HARD 

WORD starring Rachel Griffiths, Pauline Chan’s 33 POSTCARDS, IN HER SKIN, TILL 

HUMAN VOICES WAKE US alongside Helena Bonham Carter, and of course Stephan 

Elliott’s Box Office sensation THE ADVENTURES OF PRISCILLA: QUEEN OF THE 

DESERT. 

 

Pearce had his international break in the critically acclaimed L.A CONFIDENTIAL.  

Starring alongside Kevin Spacey, Russell Crowe and Kim Basinger, the film received 9 

Academy Award nominations including Best Picture, 12 BAFTA and 5 Golden Globe 

nominations.  This paved the way for a number of iconic supporting and leading roles for 

him including Christopher Nolan’s MEMENTO, the Best Picture Oscar-winning films THE 

KINGS SPEECH alongside Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush, and Kathryn Bigelow’s THE 

HURT LOCKER. Other credits include RESULTS, IRON MAN 3, HATESHIP, LOVESHIP 

with Kristen Wiig, Ridley Scott’s PROMETHEUS, LAWLESS opposite Tom Hardy, 

LOCKOUT, Drake Doremus’ BREATHE IN, DON’T BE AFRAID OF THE DARK, 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT, BEDTIME STORIES, THE ROAD, TRAITOR, DEATH 

DEFYING ACTS, FACTORY GIRL, TWO BROTHERS, THE TIME MACHINE, THE 

COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO and FIRST SNOW. 

 

In 2011, Guy appeared as “Monty Beragon” in the Todd Haynes adaptation of MILDRED 
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PIERCE for HBO alongside Kate Winslet. His performance was met with critical acclaim 

winning him an Emmy for Best Supporting Actor. 

 

He was recently seen in MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS alongside Saoirse Ronan, and 

completed the second season of JACK IRISH for Australian television. 

 

Next, Guy was seen in A CHRISTMAS CAROL for BBC/FX.  Followed by DISTURBING 

THE PEACE and BLOODSHOT in 2020. 

 

Claes Bang — Claes Bang is a Danish actor, based in Copenhagen. Trained at Denmark’s 

National Theatre School, he was a familiar face on stage and screen in Northern Europe 

before his breakout role as Christian in Ruben Östlund’s The Square, winner of the 2017 

Cannes Palme d’Or. The film was also nominated for an Oscar and Claes himself won Best 

Actor in the European Film Awards. 

 

Claes can currently be seen starring in the titular role of Dracula for the BBC and Netflix 

from Sherlock creators Steven Moffat and Mark Gatiss.  

 

In 2019, Claes starred alongside Elizabeth Debicki, Mick Jagger, and Donald Sutherland in 

The Burnt Orange Heresy (dir Giuseppe Capotondi). 

 

In 2018, Claes starred alongside Claire Foy in The Girl in the Spider’s Web (dir Fede 

Alvarez) and Carice van Houten in The Glass Room (dir Julius Sevcík). 

 

The Bay of Silence, directed by Paula van der Oest will be released in 2020, with Claes 

starring opposite Olga Kurylenko and Brian Cox, in a script written by Caroline Goodall. 

 

Television credits include Borgen and The Bridge and the German series Sibel & Max. He 

plays Sasha in Season 5 of the Showtime series The Affair.  
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Claes has appeared on stage throughout Northern Europe and in London at The St. James’s 

Theatre and the Riverside Studios. Fluent in five languages, he is also a talented singer, 

songwriter and pianist. 

 

Vicky Krieps — 2019 was one of Vicky’s most exciting years on record: building on the 

global success of PHANTOM THREAD and THE GIRL IN THE SPIDER’S WEB, Vicky 

has reprised her role as ‘Simone Strasser’ in Bavaria Fiction’s DAS BOOT, leading a cast of 

Germany’s most renowned talent.  

 

In the English language, Vicky is set to star in Academy-Award winner Barry Levinson’s 

biographical drama, HARRY HAFT. The film will treat the life of the Haft, a Polish boxer 

and survivor of the Auschwitz concentration camp, and is set to star Ben Foster and Danny 

DeVito.  

 

Vicky has also recently completed shooting on Mia Hanson-Love’s feature BERGMAN 

ISLAND, on the island of Faro in Sweden. The project is produced by Charles Gilibert for 

Arte France Cinema, with Vicky, Mia Wasikowska, and Anders Danielsen Lie cast in the 

lead roles.  

 

2018 was a stellar year for Vicky which included the release of the Academy Award-

nominated PHANTOM THREAD. Directed by Paul Thomas Anderson’s and starring Daniel 

Day-Lewis, in what is the final film of his career, Vicky took on a leading role as 'Alma'. Set 

in 1950’s London, the film centres around Reynolds Woodcock (Day-Lewis), a renowned 

dressmaker whose fastidious life is disrupted by a young, strong-willed woman, Alma, who 

becomes his muse and lover.  

 

2018 also saw Vicky star in Fede Alvarez’s THE GIRL IN THE SPIDER’S WEB, alongside 

Claire Foy and Sverrir Gudnason. The highly anticipated instalment in the ‘Millennium’ 

series, written by Stieg Larsson & David Lagercrantz. 
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In the same year Vicky also took up a leading role in TV mini-series DAS BOOT, a sequel to 

the 1981 hit movie of the same name. The film directed by Wolfgang Petersen was centred 

around a WWII U-boat, exposing the claustrophobia of war. Based on Lothar-Gunther 

Bucheim’s novels, the series follows on from the events of the original film and stars Lizzy 

Caplan and James D’Arcy. 

 

In 2017 Vicky appeared in Govinda Van Maele’s GUTLAND – a surrealist rural noir about a 

German thief who flees to a small Luxembourg village only to discover that the locals have 

secrets of their own. Later Vicky was also seen in THE YOUNG KARL MARX, directed by 

Raoul Peck. The film follows the early years of Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels and Jenny 

Marx, between Paris, Brussels and London. Earlier in the year, Vicky had starred in WE 

USED TO BE COOL, directed by Marie Kreutzer, a comedy that follows three couples who 

are friends decide to all become parents at the same time.  

 

In 2015, starred alongside Emma Watson and Daniel Bruhl in THE COLONY. The drama 

follows a young woman’s desperate search for her abducted boyfriend that draws her in to 

the infamous Colonia Dignidad, a sect nobody has ever escaped from. She also played the 

role of Niki in Anton Corbijn’s A MOST WANTED MAN. Based on John le Carre’s novel 

of the same name, the film also stars Philip Seymour Hoffman, Rachel McAdams and Daniel 

Bruhl. Other English language films include Roland Emmerich’s ANONYMOUS, in 2012, 

and Joe Wright’s HANNA starring Saoirse Ronan, Eric Bana and Cate Blanchett.  

 

Having studied at the Zurich University of Arts, Vicky has featured in a variety of European 

film projects. Vicky was part of the ensemble at the Schauspielhaus Zurich for many years. 

Vicky came into international spotlight with her supporting role in Eileen Byrne‘s LA NUIT 

PASSÉE for which she was awarded "Best Youngster" in 2008 at the Busho Festival 

Budapest. She has also appeared in BEFORE THE WINTER CHILL directed by Philippe 

Claudel and starring Kristin Scott Thomas, Detlev Buck‘s MEASURING THE WORLD and 

Georg Maas‘ Academy Award TWO LIVES which was nominated for "Best Foreign 

Language Film".  
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Other credits include THE CHAMBERMAID, BROTHERHOOD OF TEARS, MOBIUS 

and TIED.  

 

 

Dan Friedkin (Director, Producer) — Dan Friedkin is the Principal and Co-Founder 

of Imperative Entertainment, an innovative entertainment studio in Santa Monica, CA.  With 

a keen eye for bold and powerful storytelling that captivates and excites audiences, 

Imperative Entertainment develops, produces and finances original & branded entertainment 

focusing on film, television, documentaries and podcasts.  

 

Friedkin formed the production company with Bradley Thomas in 2014, and has since 

executive produced the Academy Award® nominated and Palme d’Or® winning film The 

Square (Ruben Östlund, 2017 Cannes Film Festival) and produced the Academy Award® 

nominated All The Money In The World (Best Supporting Actor, directed by Ridley Scott).  

Friedkin was a producer on The Mule (Directed by Clint Eastwood; starring Eastwood and 

Bradley Cooper, distributed by Warner Bros.) and made his directorial debut with The Last 

Vermeer which premiered at the 2019 Telluride Film Festival.  Friedkin helped form an 

unprecedented partnership with Apple and Paramount to distribute Killers Of The Flower 

Moon (directed by Martin Scorsese, starring Leonardo DiCaprio), which he will produce and 

begin production next year, is currently in production on Östlund’s follow-up, Triangle of 

Sadness, and is also developing several high-profile films, including Yankee Comandante, 

which will be written and directed by Jeff Nichols.  

 

In addition to Imperative Entertainment, Friedkin formed 30WEST in April 2017 with 

longtime CAA Film Finance and Sales Group co-head Micah Green.  30WEST provides 

capital and strategic guidance to high caliber creative projects and forward-thinking 

companies operating throughout popular culture.  Their media practice works with 

filmmakers to guide every stage of creative packaging, providing direct capital investment 

for production, sales, distribution and licensing in order to maximize production quality and 

audience reach.  30WEST fully financed Karyn Kusama’s Destroyer starring Nicole 
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Kidman, acquired the domestic rights, along with NEON, to Craig Gillespie’s, I, Tonya, 

starring Margot Robbie, and co-financed Late Night, comedy written, produced and starring 

Mindy Kaling, which Amazon acquired U.S. rights  at the 2019 Sundance Film Festival.  

30WEST also recently acquired a significant minority stake in Altitude Media Group, the 

widely respected vertically integrated studio based in the UK.  30WEST executive produced, 

packaged, and sold the acclaimed series “Tiger King” to Netflix and produced/financed 

Kevin Macdonald’s untitled legal thriller formerly known as Prisoner 760, starring Jodie 

Foster, which was recently acquired by Eros STX Global. 

 

In January 2018, Friedkin and 30WEST continued its Hollywood expansion by acquiring 

majority ownership in NEON, one of the most coveted theatrical marketing and distribution 

companies in the independent film space.  NEON acquired three of the most talked about 

features at the 2019 Sundance Film Festival: Reinaldo Marcus Green's Monsters & Men, 

winner of the Sundance Dramatic Special Jury Award for Outstanding First Feature; Sam 

Levinson's Assassination Nation; and Tim Wardle's Three Identical Strangers, winner of the 

Sundance Special Jury Award for Storytelling which has surpassed $13m at the box office.  

This past year, NEON, earned a historic four Academy Awards® for Bong Joon Ho’s 

Parasite, becoming the first non-English-language film to claim Best Picture.  

 

Friedkin serves as the Chairman and CEO of The Friedkin Group, a dynamic consortium of 

best-in-class entertainment, automotive, hospitality, sports and adventure companies.  He is 

chairman of storied Italian soccer club AS Roma.  He is also the chairman of Auberge 

Resorts Collection, a portfolio of owned and managed luxury resorts.  He is the owner of 

world-class golf properties including Diamond Creek Golf Club in North Carolina, 

consistently ranked by Golf Digest as one of America’s 100 Greatest Golf Courses, and 

Congaree in South Carolina. 

 

Friedkin is active in U.S. and global wildlife conservation initiatives as well as various 

philanthropic initiatives in both aviation and education.  He is chairman-emeritus of the 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission, chairman of the Friedkin Conservation Fund, a 
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trustee of the Wildlife Conservation Society and serves on the advisory board of The Caesar 

Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute.  He is also chairman of the Congaree Foundation, 

chairman of the Air Force Heritage Flight Foundation and chairman of Project Recover. 

 

A skilled pilot, Friedkin flies a variety of high-performance vintage military aircraft, 

performing in aerobatic airshows with the U.S. Air Force and the Horsemen P-51 Flight 

Team.  Friedkin is one of only nine civilian Heritage Flight pilots qualified to fly in 

formation with U.S. Air Force single-ship demonstration teams.   

 

Friedkin holds a bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University and a master’s degree in 

finance from Rice University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


